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Oper Frankfurt (Frankfurt Opera)

Venue  Festival Theatre  Opera
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Oper Frankfurt has been named "Opera House of the Year" several times and
is making a name for itself in the international opera world with outstanding
singers, great directorial teams and innovative programming. With around thirteen
premieres and fifteen revivals per season, audiences can expect a varied program:
from baroque operas to world premieres, from workshops for children to
discussions with the artists - Oper Frankfurt affords a broad spectrum of more than
300 events per season.

Artistic Director and Managing Director Bernd Loebe has been shaping the artistic
profile of the opera house since 2002/2003. General Music Director Sebastian
Weigle, the soloist and guest ensemble, the opera choir and the Frankfurt Opera
and Museum Orchestra form the basis for musical performances at an outstanding
level. With the 2023/2024 season, the young conductor Thomas Guggeis will bring
the music to life as the new General Music Director.

Frankfurt owes stellar moments of musical theater to the principle of engaging the
stars of tomorrow alongside the big names of today. Promoting young talent in
the audience as well as on stage is a matter of concern to Oper Frankfurt. Guided
tours of the stage, children's operas and family performances ensure that visitors
will continue to come in the years to come.

More Information:
Frankfurt Card
The Frankfurt Card is a combination ticket, available as a day ticket and 2-day
ticket for trips in Frankfurt, including the airport, with discounts of up to 50% on
tours, round trips, museum admissions and other attractions. With the Frankfurt
Card, visitors to Frankfurt can make their stay more comfortable, travel all over
the city and get to know the diverse cultural offerings at a reduced price.

Address:
Untermainanlage 11
60311 Frankfurt am Main

 +49 69 21249494
 http://oper-frankfurt.de/en/
 info@oper-frankfurt.de
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